The Power of The Hebrew Letters

CLASS SYNOPSIS:

The letters of the Hebrew Alphabet are much more than ink on paper. Kabbalah teaches that the Hebrew letters are sacred images, each of which has the power to connect us to the Upper Worlds. This course based on the book, The Energy of the Hebrew Letters by Rav Berg, explains the power of the Hebrew alphabet from a Kabbalistic perspective and shows us how to enhance specific areas of our life- our work, our relationships and our personal spiritual growth.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS:

CLASS 1: Introduction to the Hebrew Letters
- Understand how the world works through the letters
- How is everything in Kabbalah connected with the Hebrew letters?
- Numerology of Hebrew words
- The power of a name

CLASS 2: Letters “Shin” and “Taff”
- How can we learn how to behave from the letters?
- The structure of the word emet (truth): perfection, balance and completion
- Being true to ourselves
- The letter “Taf” on the forehead of the righteous

CLASS 3: Letters “Tzadik”, “Kuff” and “Resh”
- The “Kuf” and “Resh”: kar (cold) rek (separation)
- Increasing our desire and awakening the desire to change in others
- Overcoming helplessness: remembering that we always have power
- The letter “Tzadi”k” and righteousness

CLASS 4: Letters “Samech”, “Ayin” and “Peh”
- The letter “Peh”: 80, redemption, the right nostril
- The power of our mouth
- The letter “Ayin”: 70, the stomach
- The letter “Samech”: 60, support, the gall bladder
- Abundance and criminal activity

**CLASS 5: Letters “Lamed”, “Mem” and “Nun”**
- The letter “Nun”: 50, Scorpio, the spleen
- A spiritual teacher always helps us change
- The letter “Mem”: 40, messiah, water
- The letter “Lamed”: 30, Libra, the liver

**CLASS 6: Letters “Yud” and “Chaf/Kaf”**
- The depth of every word and letter in Hebrew
- The letter “Chaf/Kaf”: 20, the sun, the left ear
- Extinction and disasters: the source of disaster and how to overcome it with consciousness
- The letter “Yud”: 10, Virgo, the left kidney

**CLASS 7: Letters “Chet” and “Tet”**
- The letter Tet: tov (good)
- Good: the perfect spiritual vessel, the Malchut of the Endless or the Middlepoint
- Having the Fourth Phase
- The letter chet and sin: a short circuit; transferring Light to the Klipot

**CLASS 8: Letters “Hey”, “Vav” and “Zayin”**
- The letter “Zayin”: 7, Gemini and the right leg
- Memory, doubt and forgetfulness
- The letter “Vav” and true balance
- The letter “Hei”: 5, Aries, the right hand

**CLASS 9: Letters “Gimmel” and “Daled”**
- The letter “Dalet”: 4, Mars and the right ear
- Removing consciousness of entitlement and growing our spiritual credit
- The letter “Gimmel”: 3, Jupiter and the left eye
- Gadlut (greatness): restriction without limit

**CLASS 10: Letters “Aleph” and “Bet”**
- The letter “Bet” and bracha (blessings)
- Lasting blessings and Or d’Chasadim (Light of Grace)
- The letter “Alef” and the ultimate Light: everything begins at the head
- The Final Letters: removing the energy of death

**CLASS 11: Pronouncing the Hebrew Letters Part - 1**

**CLASS 12: Pronouncing the Hebrew Letters Part - 2**

**RECOMMENDED READING FOR THIS COURSE:**

“The Energy of the Hebrew Letters” – Rav Berg